Introduction.
The authors have recently investigated^) the following problem. Let 5 be a closed point set interior to the region R. To study approximation on 5 to a function/(z) analytic on 5 but not analytic throughout R by functions fttiz) required to be analytic and in modulus not greater than M in R. For the functions fiuiz) of best approximation to /(z) on S, defined for every positive M, under suitable conditions the expression lim sup [max | /(z) -fuiz) |, z on S]in°g M has been evaluated, and there have been obtained results on the degree and regions of convergence of the functions fiaiz). The purpose of the present paper is to continue the study of the same problem, modified now by using as norm in R not [l.u.b. |/v(z) |, zini?] but an integral mean over the boundary of R, and by using as measure of approximation of fitiz) to /(z) also an integral mean, here taken over the boundary of 5. We investigate in especial detail approximation in the sense of least squares, when R and S are bounded by circles, obtaining explicitly the extremal functions and measures of approximation, and investigate also general existence, uniqueness, and continuity properties of the extremal functions.
1. Properties of integral means. It will be necessary to make use of certain fundamental properties of integral means of analytic functions. Those included here will be extensions of classical results for circles and annuli.
Let R be a finite region bounded by a finite sum Ci of disjoint Jordan curves. Let S be a closed set interior to R whose boundary Co consists of a finite number of disjoint Jordan curves such that Co separates no point of R -S from C\. Let <p(z) be the function(2) harmonic in R -S, continuous on the corresponding closed set R -S, equal to zero and unity on Co and G, respectively. Denote generically by C" 0<*»< 1, the locus <£(z) =v; by R, denote the point set consisting of 5 together with points oi R -S where 0 <<j>iz) <v. Let\piz) be a function conjugate to(p(z) in R -S. Then ^(z) is continuous in R -S and strictly monotone on Co and G-Let t>0 be the variation of
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(z) as z traces G in the positive sense with respect to R -S; then -t is the variation of \piz) as z traces Co in this sense.
If Fiz) is analytic in R and such that the quantities (3) (1) pPiF, v) = I-J* | Fiz) I'aiKz) j \ 0<v <X, 0 <p^ cc, are bounded for fixed p, then we shall show that for all points t on G, with the possible exception of a null set, lim^f Fiz) exists, the approach being made along the level curves of the function iZ'(z). This generalization of the classical results of F. and M. Riesz(4) is to be expected, of course.
The problem at hand can be reduced to the consideration of a finite number of annular regions by taking the point set R -Rt, 0<e<l where i>(peie) = Fiz). Thus the problem is reduced to the case of a region bounded by concentric circles, and this case is essentially covered by the classical theorem, by considering the components of Fiz). Similarly, it is seen that F(z) is of Lebesgue class L" with respect to ip on G when it is defined there in terms of the limiting values described above. Moreover lim pPiF, v) = ßpiF, 1).
The Hardy Mean-Value Theorem (5) admits of a generalization to the present configuration.
Theorem
1. Suppose Fiz) is a function analytic in R -S with integral means p"iF, v) uniformly bounded, 0O<l.
Then log pPiF, v) is a convex function of v in 0^j>^1, where Fiz) is defined on Co and G by means of limiting values along level curves of «^(z). License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
The proof involves an adaptation of the Polya-Szegö proof (6) of the Hardy theorem. Suppose, first, that R -S is connected. Consider the functions.
where a is real, the quantities ip + kr/n are reduced modulo t, and <!?(</>, $) = .F(z). These functions are analytic functions of tp+i\p in the small, except possibly at the singularities of z = z(cf>, x(/), and have single-valued moduli.
The function n (2) X) I e2™<*+w^$(<2>, -p + kr/n) \* k=l is subharmonic, 0 2|</> g 1 and 0 ^\p á»T, except at these singularities. The function (2), however, can have no absolute maximum for 0<cp<X. Choose a such that (3) {«"(F, 0)}* = ««'«"{«"(f, 1)}".
It follows that, for 0<i><1, the expression 
which completes the proof. The theorem may also be proved, of course, by Hardy's original method. Similarly, the generalization of the Hardy theorem to subharmonic functions by F. Riesz(7) may be extended to the present configuration, affording another If {Faiz)} is an infinite family of functions analytic in R such that for fixed p the quantities pPiFa, v), 0<v<X, are uniformly bounded, then the family is normal in R. For suppose D is any closed point set interior to R. Then there is some v < X such that D is contained in R, and R, has the same connectivity as R. If A,(z, t) is a conjugate of Green's function for R, with pole at z, running coordinate t, then
The function | dh,/d\p\ is bounded for z on D, so that the moduli of the functions Faiz) are uniformly bounded in D. The family of functions {Faiz)} is therefore normal in R: from any infinite sequence of functions of the family can be extracted a subsequence converging uniformly on each closed subset of R to a function Fiz) analytic in R. Necessarily, the least upper bound of the integral means ptPiF, v) is not greater than the least upper bound of the quantities p,PiFa, v). It is to be noted that the disjointness provision on the component curves of Co and G is made for convenience only. If the integrals concerned in this section are properly interpreted, this condition may, of course, be omitted. This function of "best approximation"(9), JmÍz), is unique for X^p< » and 1 íígíí ». For if J% were another function analytic in R, of class Lq on G, of bounded integral means, having pq(Jt¡, 1) = M and pP(f-Ju, 0) ¿m», it would follow from the Minkowski inequality for any X, 0<X<1, that ßq(^7M + iX-X)7*í, l)^ilf, and that the measure of approximation, ßpif-{^Jm+ÍX-X)7m], 0), was actually less than mu-(The strong inequality results from the assumption that Jm and J*¡ are distinct.) Thus a contradiction is reached. There is a related extremal function Çmiz) which is defined as follows: Let m be given. Then Çmiz) is analytic throughout R, is of class L" on G, of bounded integral means, has nPif-Çm, 0) Sm, and is such that the quantity Mm=pqiÇm, 1) is a minimum.
That such a function should exist is a consequence of Theorem 2 in §3 and of properties of normal families of functions. The function Çmiz) of minimum norm is unique for 1 ^p^ » and 1 úq< »• For X^pS », the functions JmÍz) have the property that p.qijii, 1) is actually equal to M. The proof is indirect: suppose for some M>0 that P-qÍJm, X)= M' <M. We reach a contradiction by exhibiting a function Fiz)
having pp(f-F, 0) less than mM=p-pif-jM, 0) but having p"iF, X) <M. By Theorem 2 below it will be possible to find M" such that m" =pp(J-Jw, 0) <m. Take Fiz) to be iX -\)JmÍz) +~KJm"Íz), where X, 0<X<1, is to be chosen subsequently.
In either case, pq(F, 1) can be made less than M by choosing X sufficiently small.
On the other hand, the measure of approximation of the functions Çm(z) is always known precisely: for all p and q, 0<p^
» and 0<g^ °°, we have pipif-Çm, 0)=w.
The proof is again indirect: assume p,p(f-Çm, 0) = m'<m for some m>0. Take F(z) = Çm(z)/(X+e), where t will be restricted immediately. Clearly, pq(F, X)<Mm. Lemma. Suppose fiz) is a function analytic throughout Rp, 0<p<l, but coincides on S with no function analytic throughout Rß> for p' >p. If {/"(z)} is a sequence of functions analytic in R, of class Lq on G, of bounded integral means, such that
Note that a is necessarily positive, and that there is no loss in generality in assuming ß to be negative. Let t be the smaller of p and q. Then for arbitrary positive € and all » sufficiently large, we have 
where T' is independent of ». Thus, if ap+ß -ßv were negative, e could be chosen such that the exponent in (8) would be negative, and the sequence {fniz)} would converge uniformly on Rp> for some p'>p. The sequence, however, converges to/(z) on S, and/(z)
is not analytic throughout R">. A contradiction is reached, therefore ; hence, ap +ß -ßp ^ 0. 11 is to be noted that the remaining parts of the earlier theorem by Walsh are open to similar extension. Theorem 2. Let fiz) be analytic throughout R", 0 <p < 1, but let fiz) coincide on S with no function analytic throughout Rp> for any p'>p. For fixed p and q, 0<pfs » and 0<q^ », the extremal functions {JmÍz) J converge uniformly to fiz) on S as M-> », and we have The remainder of the proof involves only the elimination of the strong inequality in (11) and (12). This is accomplished by Lemma 1 in precisely the same way as it was done in our earlier paper. The uniform convergence of the functions {JmÍz) } to fiz) on any closed subset of Rp is an immediate consequence of (11). The theorem has several further implications, some of which are included in the following corollaries: A/-» Equality must hold in (14), however. For if the strong inequality were valid for any a, 0<er<l, the set of functions {JmÍz) } would converge uniformly to zero on any closed subset of Rc. The case cr = 0 is established by an application of Theorem 1. Finally, lim sup {ptiJM, 1) )1/log M ^ e, 0 < t ^ q.
Ai-»M
If the sharp inequality should hold for t = q, it can be shown that /(z) is of class L" on G, of bounded integral means, and Jttiz)=fiz) for M^pqif, 1). It has been demonstrated that the functions Çmiz) of minimum norm are actually functions of best approximation.
As an immediate consequence of this fact we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let fiz) be analytic throughout Rp, 0 <p < 1, but let fiz) coincide on S with no function analytic throughout F"< for any p'>p. Let the extremal functions Çmiz) be defined for fixed p and q, 0<p^ » and 0<<?^ », and for m>0. Then as m->0, the functions {Çmiz)} converge to fiz) on S; and for arbitrary a, 0^cr<p, we have Since each subsequence {pN<iz)} of the extremal polynomials contains a new subsequence which converges to the extremal function Jitiz), the sequence PnÍz) converges to JmÍz), each coefficient Ak will approach a limit as N->», so Xjv approaches some limit X, and we have Thus the extremal function JmÍz) is of(12) class H2 in \z\ <r\/r\ if and only if fiz) has this property in \z\ <1: indeed, if eid is a singular point oí fiz), then r\eis/r% is a singularity of the same type for JmÍz). From (23), moreover, we obtain (24) X" [jMiz) + ± (-1)' ^^} = i-XfjMirTz/rT).
Thus, if fiz) is meromorphic in a region R containing the interior of the circle |z|=l, then JmÍz) is meromorphic in the enlarged region obtained by stretching F in the ratio r\/r\ from the origin. Poles, however, may be increased in number along a radial line from the origin. For example, if /(z) = 1/ (1-z) , the function JmÍz) is analytic in the entire (finite) plane except for simple poles at z=(r2/ro)*, k = \, 2, • • ■ .
For X>1, the relation (24) yields an alternative representation for the function of best approximation:
This representation, as well as equation (23), is independent of the requirement that \z\ =1 be the circle of convergence of Za*z*=/(z)-
The condition X>1 may be relaxed somewhat in certain cases: for example, if eto = 0, the series converges for X>ro/V2. Equation Thus, if Zc*s* and fiz) ~7mÍz) are orthogonal on \z\ = r < 1, then ZC4Z* and Jm(z) are orthogonal on \z\ =rir/r0, and conversely. The cases r = r0 and r = r0/ri are especially interesting.
Moreover, if we choose r = ro2/r\12, the circles \z\ =r and \z\ = rxr/ro are mutually inverse in |z| =1. This orthogonality may be considered from another point of view: ^_lckzh is orthogonal to fiz) on \z\ =r<l if /.ckzk is simultaneously orthogonal to 7m(z) on \z\ =r and on \z\ =rxr/roIf M2< {l.u.b.r<n p2(/, |z|=r)}, we have 7a/(z) =/(z)/(l+X) so that Zc*=2* is orthogonal on \z\ =r<ri to 7mÍz) if it is orthogonal there to/(z).
From (23) The second of these identities has, as a special case, the relation mM = {piif; | 2 | = r0)} -{ihÍJm, I z| = r0)j -2XM .
To these we may add a final one, 2 2 dmM dM dX dX
It is seen from (23) that every zero of 7jv/(r2z/ro) is a point of interpolation of 7mÍz) to fiz). Since Ja/(z) converges to fiz) uniformly on every closed set in | z | < 1, to every sequence {Mn}, Mn-* », and z0, | z01 < 1, corresponds a sequence of points {z"} within the unit circle approaching z0 such that 7aí"(z") =/(zo). Thus, if/(zo) =0, we have fiznr%/r\ ) -7Mniznrl/r\) = ° and each znr\/r\ is a point of interpolation. If/(z)^0 in \z\ <1, then on each closed subset of \z\ <1, 7mÍz)?£0 for M sufficiently large, and there will be no points of interpolation in |z| <r\/r\. Conversely, if {zn\ is a sequence of points of interpolation of 7m"Íz) to /(z) having a limit point z0 interior to \z\ <r\/r\, then /(r2z0/r2) = 0 ; and if there exists no such infinite set of points {z"},/(z)5¿0 in \z\ <X. The totality of functions 7miz) = Z"=o akrlkzk/irlk+\r\k) for a given fiz) depends only upon ri/ro rather than upon ri and ro separately.
Moreover, every function analytic in \z\ <r\[r\ but analytic in no larger circle whose center is the origin is a function of best approximation 7a/(z) for some function/(z) of the type under discussion (analytic in \z\ <1 with a non-removable singularity on the unit circle).
5. Overconvergence and lacunary structure. Under suitable circumstances, as first shown by M. B. Porter, certain subsequences of the partial sums of the Taylor series for/(z) will converge uniformly in a region containing in its interior points of the circle of convergence.
The relation of this phenomenon of "overconvergence" to the structure of the Taylor series is well known(13). Ostrowski has shown that if the series /(z) = Z"-o a*** has an infinite numbers of gaps-if ah = 0 for pn<k^vn
where ô<l is fixed-then the partial sums { Zfcio o-kZk} converge uniformly throughout the neighborhood of every point on the circle of convergence where the function /(z) is analytic. Conversely, any Taylor series which contains an overconverging subsequence of partial sums can be expressed as the sum of a series having gaps of the above type and a series with a larger radius of convergence. A function which can be so expressed is said to be of lacunary structure.
The authors have recently(14) proved the following result connecting the property of lacunary structure with the degree of convergence of Tchebycheff polynomials of best approximation:
Theorem.
Let the power series fiz) = Z^-o akZk have unit radius of convergence and let LT"(z) denote the polynomial of degree n of best approximation to fiz) in the closed region \z\ :£p < 1 in the sense of Tchebycheff. A necessary and sufficient condition that fiz) be of lacunary structure is that
As may be expected from this result, the existence of the limit limM^mMloeM is also connected with the structure of fiz). In order to investigate this relationship, we shall prove the following lemma concerning the behavior of X as a function of M. For the case of circular regions and p = q = 2 just considered in §4, we have: By taking a suitably chosen r*>ri and considering the functions 7mÍz) of best approximation to fiz) on S(|zj ^r0) with R the point set \z\ <r*, it can be shown directly that the validity of (29) for p = q = 2 and this configuration implies its validity for arbitrary p and q, 0<pS » and 0<q¿ », with the original configuration iS: \z\ ^r0 and R: \z\ <ri). In a similar manner the sufficiency is proved. An immediate consequence of the continuity of mM is the fact that
